Northern California has a lot of beautiful trees to look at, and even drive through. Everyone has been to run of the mill art and history museums, but here are some more weird and memorable museums off the beaten path. Tall tales, trip guides, & the worlds weird & wonderful. Northern California for kids - Lonely Planet Discover 996 hidden attractions, cool sights, and unusual things to do in California from The Wave Organ to The Flower Fields. Northern California Off the Beaten Path® ©, 8th: A Guide to Unique Places Off the Beaten Path Series Maxine Cass on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on Northern California Off the Beaten Path: A Guide to Unique Places Southern California Off the Beaten Path®, 8th: A Guide to Unique Places: Kathy Strong: 9780762764846: Books - Amazon.ca. Things To Do California by california-roadtrips Roadtrippers 16 Sep 2014. Many visitors to the state typically flock to the larger cities, like Three hours north of San Francisco, its certainly off the beaten path — but those are Arcata is a great stopover on a multi-day road trip through northern California The chipper tour guide who moonlights as a DJ, the churning assembly California Destinations: How to Pick the Best for You - TripSavvy 1 Jul 2009. The NOOK Book eBook of the Northern California Off the Beaten Path, 8th: A Guide to Unique Places Off the Beaten Path Series by Maxine